
Descrying Behavior Efficiency Through Inspection of Divergent Images

The purpose of this project is to 

determine if a variety of images chosen 

to express an emotion will affect a 

human's behavior when asked to 

perform a simple task

Research Question

Methods

- Find willing participants under the age of 30 

that must sign consent forms

- Give detailed description of experiment: 

participant will look at 12 pictures individually 

and observe each for 15 seconds and blowing a 

balloon after each image until they are satisfied

-The person conducting the experiment will be 

timing how long the participant takes and will 

record it along with the measure of the balloon 

in inches and finding the average of both 

efficiency and timing.

Data Analysis

Conclusion
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Both non-binary and males the most 

efficiency boosting image type is calm 

along with the most time efficient 

being bold and females have bold 

as most efficient and color as the most 

time efficient.



Varying Influences in

Behavior and Productivity

- Environment in a productive 

environment can influence the 

individual in the area and how they 

perform in a task.

- Material influences like lighting, 

ventilation, furniture and so on can 

have an almost insignificant role in a 

person's productivity in comparison to 

the atmosphere provided; healthy 

competition, empathy and 

motivation.

- However, both material and 

emotional influences go together to 

produce the same effect.



Research Question

How do a variety of images influence a 

human's behavior in task efficiency?



Variables

The dependent variable will be the 

efficiency and timing averages 

calculated by finding the average of 

both efficiency and timing that is 

separated by gender.

The independent variable will be the 

12 different images of 4 concepts used 

in the duration of the experiment. The 

4 different image types and 3 images 

per concept will remain unchanged.

Dependent VariableIndependent Variable



Materials

Sports ball air pump (no specific brand), regular party balloon (no 

specific brand), round tape measure, viewing device for given 

images

Images Used: 

Calm 1-a

Images Used: 

Bold 2-a

Images Used: 

Color 3-a

Images Used: 

Mono 4-a

Images in this experiment were chosen to potentially give the participant an emotion that 

would influence their timing and efficiency in the experiment.



Hypothesis

I hypothesize that some images can have an influence on how people feel and 

can either improve or worsen their performance when asked to do a task

Images Used: 

Calm 1-b

Images Used: 

Bold 2-b

Images Used: 

Color 3-b

Images Used: 

Mono 4-b



Procedures for Testing Image Influence and Task 

Efficiency

- Find 30 people (14 males, 

14 females, 2 non-binary) 

willing to participate in 

the 15–30-minute 

experiment and willing to 

sign consent forms.

- Take data collected and 

average image types together 

(all 14 people and 3 of each 

image type per person) to 

produce 4 averages of all 

participants per gender.

- Data must be recorded per 

image types under timing and 

efficiency- Average times in the same 

way as efficiency and 

display in the same 

manner.

- While participant blows 

the balloon, time them (in 

seconds) and record 

the data.

- After each balloon is blown to 

participants satisfaction, 

experimenter will use tape 

measure to measure (in inches) 

the circumference of the 

balloon at its largest.

- Have them blow a balloon 

after every image for 

however long they desire 

until they are satisfied with 

the size of the balloon.

- Meet with each individual 

and have them observe all 

12 images for 15 

seconds each.
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Non-Binary: Efficiency vs. Timing

This is graph is depicting the efficiency and the timing of non-binary people. On the x-axis 

(horizontal) the bars are laid out in accordance with their image type and the efficiency and 

timing comparison. The efficiency is demonstrated through the size of the 

balloon's circumference in inches and the timing is the time the participant used to blow the 

balloon to their desired measurement represented in seconds. Data from each individual 

participant was averaged in correspondence to the image type using data from both non-

binary participants



Female: Efficiency vs. Timing

This is graph is depicting the efficiency and the timing of females. On the x-axis (horizontal) the 

bars are laid out in accordance with their image type and the efficiency and timing comparison. 

The efficiency is demonstrated through the size of the balloon's circumference in inches and the 

timing is the time the participant used to blow the balloon to their desired measurement 

represented in seconds. Data from each individual participant was averaged in correspondence 

to the image type using data from all the female participants.
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Male: Efficiency vs. Timing

This is graph is depicting the efficiency and the timing of males. On the x-axis (horizontal) the 

bars are laid out in accordance with their image type and the efficiency and timing comparison. 

The efficiency is demonstrated through the size of the balloon's circumference in inches and the 

timing is the time the participant used to blow the balloon to their desired measurement 

represented in seconds. Data from each individual participant was averaged in correspondence 

to the image type using data from all the male participants.
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Data Analysis

- In the graph of non-binary people, there is a clear difference in what 

is higher; the efficiency (size of balloon) is higher than that of the time 

used, however in image type one (calm) there is very little or close to 

no difference but is still much higher than the other image types 

(bold, color, mono). This means the most efficiency increasing image 

type was calm at 48 inches and lowest was bold at 43 inches. As for 

timing, the highest was once again calm at 47 seconds with the lowest 

at bold at 31 seconds.

- In the graph for females it is opposite than what it was for non-

binary; the timing was larger with very similar results. The timing was 

steady, almost the same until a drop during the color images and a 

small increase at mono. During efficiency, the highest was bold 

images at 51 inches with a tie between calm and color for lowest, both 

at 46 inches. Timing was highest bold at 64 seconds and lowest 

with color at 53 seconds.

Non-

Binary

Females



Conclusion/Results

Data Analysis

- In the graph for males the results for both efficiency and timing vary 

a lot. Calm images and mono images have a higher timing rate while 

bold and color are lower. The opposite can be said for efficiency; 

calm and mono are lower in efficiency while bold and color are 

higher. The highest for efficiency was calm at 46 inches and the lowest 

was mono at 40. Timing had calm again as the highest at 52 and bold 

as the lowest at 37.

Males

When comparing the graphs in comparison of highest efficiency and more time 

efficient (less time) we have:

Non-Binary Efficiency- Calm Timing- Bold

Females Efficiency- Bold Timing- Color

Males Efficiency- Calm Timing- Bold

This shows that for both non-binary and males the most efficiency boosting image 

type is calm along with the most time efficient being bold and females have bold as 

most efficient and color as the most time efficient.



?? What Does This Mean...Why Do We Care ??

- Seeing as how both non-binary and males find calm images to be 

the most efficient in terms of completing a task, they could both use 

that to influence how well they perform in their workplace and find 

ways to add it to get the best work efficiency. However, if either 

wanted to be more time efficient, they'd have to find ways to add 

something bold to their work environment when needing a task 

done quickly regardless of the work quality.

- Females on the other hand will need to equip their workplace with 

things bolder that can boost the quality of their work and using all 

their time, but for more time efficient options, their work 

environment should consist of things with color and brighter 

personality to quicken their work time.

- Using the data collected in this experiment and utilizing it will help 

to create a work environment where people can have items of 

encouragement that'd improve either task efficiency or time 

efficiency.



The Next Steps

- Differences in male and female dependency on others when confronted 

with a high challenge task

- Male and female first impressions to each other

- Sciences on why people react the way they do in difficult situations

- How social backgrounds influence a person's decision making

Would Like to Work ON
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